Abstract. We introduce decomposition complexes of posets, which generalize order complexes. The main advantage of our construction is that decomposition complexes are closed under taking products. Other special instances of this theory include nested set complexes as well as Bergman complexes.
Introduction
Let P be a finite poset. The order complex of P is the abstract simplicial complex whose vertices are the elements of P and simplices are chains i.e. totally ordered subsets of P . They have proven to contain important information about the poset, see [Fol66] , [GM88] or [Bjö82] . An abstract simplicial complex can be identified with its face poset. In the case of order complexes we obtain the set of non-empty chains in P ordered by inclusion.
Though easy to handle order complexes have one defect. As for all abstract simplicial complexes there is no product structure since, thinking in terms of realizations, even the product of two 1-simplices is a quadrangle, which is not simplicial any more. At least, realizations of order complexes of products can be chosen such that they subdivide products of realizations of order complexes in terms of polyhedral complexes [Zie95] .
Here decomposition complexes come into play. They can be seen as generalizations of order complexes of posets, which are closed under taking direct products. To make this work decomposition complexes describe face posets of objects called polytopal pseudo-complexes instead of simplicial complexes. As a rule of thumb: the more special the case, the nicer the properties of the decomposition complex.
Chapter 2 is rather short. It contains all new basic definitions. The following Chapter 3 introduces conditions under which the main objects have nice properties. Some of the proofs used are fairly technical. They can be skipped without missing key ideas of the paper.
Chapter 4 is devoted to the problem of finding realizations i.e. sets of polytopes whose face posets equal the decomposition complexes. This is crucial in the sense that illustrating examples are presented in terms of such realizations.
The most important (in some sense even characterizing) issue of decomposition complexes behaving well under taking products is considered in Chapter 5.
The last two chapters deal with special instances of decomposition complexes which had a considerable impact on the development of the theory. Chapter 6 is about nested set complexes, which were introduced by Feichtner/Kozlov [FK04] . They are the combinatorial core of the De Concini/Procesi theory of wonderful models of subspace arrangements. Since the introduction is rather short, we refer to [FK04] , [Fei06] or [FM05] for more background.
The other instance are Bergman fans of matroids in Chapter 7. Bergman fans were introduced by Bergman [Ber71] , but they have received attention recently, after Sturmfels [Stu02] recognized them working in the emerging field of tropical geometry. Helpful introductions to Bergman fans of matroids include [AK05] and [FS05] .
Though Bergman fans and nested set complexes are defined in different languages, they can both be seen as special cases of decomposition complexes.
Decomposition sets
Let P be a finite poset.
Definition 2.1 (Decompositions, Decomposition sets). A decomposition is a triple px, z, yq of elements of P with x ă z ă y such that rx, zsˆrz, ys -rx, ys via an isomorphism ψ which sends pu, zq Þ Ñ u and pz, vq Þ Ñ pvq. A decomposition is trivial if either z " x or z " y. Otherwise the decomposition is proper.
A decomposition set G is a set of decompositions in P which contains all trivial decompositions.
The set of decomposition sets can be ordered by inclusion. There is always a minimal decomposition set G min , consisting of the trivial decompositions, as well as a maximal decomposition set G max , consisting of all decompositions.
For a decomposition set G and a subset A Ď P we set
Remark 2.2. It is easy to check that x¨y G is a closure operator i.e.
Definition 2.3 (Decomposition complexes). Let P be a finite poset and G a decomposition set of P . The decomposition complex of P resp. the decomposition set G is defined as DpP, Gq :" txCy G | C non-empty chain in P u.
Remark 2.4. For any poset P the decomposition complex resp. the minimal decomposition set is the face poset of the order complex of P , since the operator x¨y Gmin " id.
Example 2.5. Let P be the power set lattice of rank 2. It has the property that any triple x ă z ă y gives a decomposition. Figure 1 shows Hasse-diagrams of P on the left, its decomposition complex resp. the minimal decomposition set in the middle and its decomposition complex resp. the maximal decomposition set on the right. Figure 1. P and its decomposition complexes resp. the minimal and the maximal decomposition set Remark 2.6. For a decomposition px, z, yq of P we obtain a dual decomposition py, z, xq in P op . Denote the decomposition set consisting of the duals of G by G op . Since chains in P are chains in P op , too, we obtain that DpP, Gq -DpP op , G op q.
Properties of nice decomposition sets
Starting with a decomposition of an interval rx, ys we obtain a decomposition of subintervals ru, vs Ď rx, ys in the following way:
For x ď u, v ď y, pu 1 , u 2 q " ψ´1puq and pv 1 , v 2 q " ψ´1pvq, the triple pu, ψpv 1 , u 2 , vq is a decomposition of the interval ru, vs, because ru, ψpv 1 , u 2 qsˆrψpv 1 , u 2 q, vs -rpu 1 , u 2 q, pv 1 , u 2 qsˆrpv 1 , u 2 q, pv 1 , v 2 qs -ru 1 , v 1 sˆru 2 , v 2 s -rpu 1 , u 2 q, pv 1 , v 2 qs.
In particular the isomorphisms ru, ψpv 1 , u 2 qsˆrψpv 1 , u 2 q, vs " Ý Ñ ru, vs is just the restriction of ψ to the subinterval rpu 1 , u 2 q, pv 1 , v 2 qs and its image ru, vs under ψ. The situation is illustrated in Figure 2 . We order the set of decompositions by defining that a decomposition is smaller than another if its isomorphism is the restriction of the other isomorphism by the above construction. In particular the decomposed interval is a subinterval of the other interval. It is easy to check that this generates an order relation on the set of decompositions of intervals in P . Definition 3.1. A proper decomposition px, z, yq is said to be minimal with respect to A Ď P if it is minimal among all proper decompositions for which x, y P A.
Given a decomposition px, z, yq, its complementary decomposition is px, ψpx, yq, yq. It is easy to see that a decomposition if proper if and only if its complementary decomposition if proper. A decomposition set G is called symmetric if for any decomposition its complementary decomposition is contained in G, too.
Of course the isomorphims for complementary decompositions are closely related. So it left to the reader to check, that minimality is symmetric in the sense that px, z, yq is minimal resp. xAy G if and only if px, ψpx, yq, yq is minimal resp. xAy G .
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a decomposition set, which is symmetric and downwards closed and A be a subset with xAy G " A. Then a decomposition px, z, yq of G is minimal with respect to A if and only if rx, ys X A Ď tx, z, ψpx, yq, yu.
Proof. Let px, z, yq be a decomposition, which is minimal with respect to A. Since the decomposition set G is symmetric, px, ψpx, yq, yq belongs to G as well. Thus A contains both z and ψpx, yq, because it is closed under decompositions of G. Let a be an element of A X rx, ys and let pu, vq be its image under ψ. Then both the smaller decompositions px, ψpu, xq, aq and pa, ψpz, vq, yq belong to G as well, because it is downwards closed. Thus there is a contradiction to minimality unless those decompositions are trivial which means pu, xq P tψ´1pxq, ψ´1pzqu and pz, vq P tψ´1pzq, ψ´1pyqu.
Thus both u P tx, zu and v P tz, yu. Those four possibilities belong to the cases where a equals x, y, z or ψpx, yq.
For the other implication, let px, z, yq be a decomposition such that rx, ys X A Ď tx, z, ψpx, yq, yu. Assume there is a lesser, proper decomposition pu, z 1 , vq. Then in particular u, v P rx, ys X A Ď tx, z, ψpx, yq, yu. This lesser decomposition is contained in G, too, because G is downwards closed. Since A is closed under decompositions of G we obtain z 1 P A, which means, that z 1 is also an element of rx, ys X A. Since u ă z 1 ă v, we can conclude, that u " x and v " y.
Let G be symmetric and downwards closed.
Remark 3.3. Consider the following construction. For xAy G Ď P one can develop a finite sequence of decomposition sets
such that G i`1 is the union of G i and the lower hull of a pair px, z, yq, px, ψpx, yq, yq of decompositions, which are minimal resp. xAy Gi . If there are no more decompositions of G, which are minimal resp. xAy G , the sequence ends with a decomposition set G 1 .
Lemma 3.4. G 1 is big enough such that xAy G 1 " xAy G .
Proof. Assume px, z, yq is a minimal among GzG 1 such that x, y P xAy G 1 but z R xAy G 1 . This decomposition is not minimal resp. xAy G 1 , otherwise the sequence could have been further extended. By Lemma 3.2, there has to be an element a P xAy G 1 such that a R tx, z, ψpx, yq, yu Let pu, vq " ψ´1paq. Thus at least one of the lesser decompositions px, ψpu, xq, aq and pa, ψpz, vq, yq is a proper decomposition of a proper subinterval of rx, ys. By minimality choice of px, z, yq those lesser decompositions grant, that both ψpu, xq and ψpz, vq are contained in xAy G 1 , too.
There is a third decomposition pψpu, xq, z, ψpz, vqq lesser than px, z, yq. Again, by minimality of px, z, yq we obtain z P xAy G 1 , which is a contradiction.
Proposition 3.5. For a symmetric, downwards closed decomposition set G and A Ď P the following statements are equivalent
Proof. (iii) ñ (ii) For any pair C, C 1 of maximal chains in A, the chains in the sequence are constructed such that C i`1 Ď xC i y G , because A " xAy G . By the properties of Remark 2.2 we recursively obtain C 1 Ď xCy G . Thus all maximal chains of A are contained in xCy G .
(i) ñ (iii) W.l.o.g. the generating chain C is maximal in A. Using the construction of Remark 3.3, let G min " G 0 Ď . . . Ď G k " G 1 be a sequence of symmetric and downwards closed decomposition sets such that there is only one pair of decompositions px i , z i , y i q, px i , z 1 i , y i q in G i`1 zG i , which are minimal respective xCy Gi and xCy G k " xCy G . Lemma 3.4 guaranties, that the latter decomposition set G 1 can be chosen big enough such that xCy G 1 " xCy G " A. By construction and Lemma 3.2 we know |xCy Gi`1 zxCy Gi | ď 1.
Let C 1 be a maximal chain in A " xCy G 1 . Observe that maximal chains in A containing x i and y i contain either z i or z 1 i , the unique connected components of this interval. Construct maximal chains C i in A recursively by setting
Minimality of the used decompositions guarantee that we obtain chains again. Every exchange of z 1 i with z i belongs to the change of incomparable elements of a subinterval rx i , y i sof A, whose size is 4. Thus those chains are maximal again, too. In the end of this sequence there is only one possible chain left, namely C 0 " C.
(ii) ñ (i) This implication is obvious.
Remark 3.6. For any set A " xAy, one easily obtains an equivalence relation on the set of maximal chains from piiiq by defining two maximal chains to be equivalent if there is such a sequence leading from one to the other. The union of the chains in a specific class satisfies the properties of Proposition 3.5.
Proposition 3.7. A set A satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.5 for a decomposition set G is a lattice.
Proof. Let A " xCy G . Again, we consider a sequence of decomposition sets, as in Remark 3.3, G min " G 0 Ď . . . Ď G k " G 1 such that xCy G 1 " xCy G and there are only two (complementary) decomposition in G i`1 zG i , which are minimal with respect to xCy Gi . Again, by this choice we obtain |xCy Gi`1 zxCy Gi | ď 1.
We will show that xCy G 1 " xCy G is a lattice by induction on i. For the start of the induction we see that xCy Gmin " C, which is a chain and thus a lattice in particular. Now assume, that xCy Gi is a lattice. Let txCy Gi`1 zxCy Gi u " tz 
realizations
Definition 4.1 (Realizations of decomposition sets). Let G be a symmetric, downwards closed decomposition set of P . A G-realization is an embedding φ : P Ñ B n of P to the power set lattice of some finite set rns :" t1, . . . , nu such that for all pairs of complementary decompositions px, z, yq, px, z 1 , yq P G the following holds:
φpxq " φpzq X φpz 1 q as well as φpyq " φpzq Y φpz 1 q.
If there exists such an embedding P is called G-realizable. φ is called the realization of the decomposition set.
Example 4.2. Any poset is G min -realizable by enumerating the elements of P by x 1 , . . . , x n and setting i P φpxq if and only if x i ď x in P . The only difference to the definition of polyhedral/polytopal complexes [Zie95] is, that intersections are allowed to be unions of polytopes instead of just single polytopes.
For A P B n let us denote its incidence vector e A P t0, 1u n by pe A q i " 1 if an only if i P A. We assign a polytope to A Ď P by setting
Definition 4.4 (Realizations of decomposition complexes). Let DpP, Gq be a decomposition complex with G-realization φ. Then clearly, the set of polytopes r DpP, Gq :" tΓpAq | A P DpP, Gqu forms a polytopal pseudo-complex. We call it a realization of the decomposition complex of P respective G.
Though ΓpAq X ΓpBq " ΓpA X Bq is always true, the statement A X B P DpP, Gq may not be true for A, B P DpP, Gq, see Example 4.5. In fact ΓpA X Bq is the union of polytopes of maximal faces in A X B, see Remark 3.6.
Example 4.5. Let P be the poset below. Then, with respect to the maximal decomposition set, the closures under x¨y of the chains t0, a, c, du and t0, b, c, du coincide. The same is true for the chains t0, a, c, eu and t0, b, c, eu. The intersection of those two closures is t0, a, b, cu. Though closed, it is not generated by any of its maximal chains. Choosing a realization of G max (for example via the construction of Proposition 7.1) gives an example of a realization of some decompositions complex, which is no polytopal complexes. 
Proof. The second inclusion is trivial. For the first one, let v " λ 1 e φpxq`λ2 e φpzqλ 3 e φpz 1 q`λ4 e φpyq be arbitrary inside Γptx, z, z 1 , yuq. W.l.o.g. we can assume λ 2 ě λ 3 . Since φpz 1 q " pφpyqzφpzqq Y φpxq, we can express v as pλ 1`λ3 qe φpxq`p λ 2λ 3 qe φpzq`p λ 1`λ3 qe φpyq P Γptx, z, yuq.
Corollary 4.7. Let G be a realizable decomposition set and A Ď P . Then the polytope ΓpAq is the union of polytopes ΓpCq of maximal chains C inside A.
Note, that for decomposition sets G 1 Ď G, a G´realization ψ is a G 1´r ealization as well.
Corollary 4.8. Since xAy G Ď xAy G 1 , the realization r DpP, G 1 q is a subdivision of the realization r DpP, Gq. igure 4. Realizations of the power set lattice of rank 2 resp. the minimal (left) and the maximal decomposition set(right) Example 4.9. Let P be the power set lattice of rank 2 as in Example 2.5. By definition of P , the identity is a canonical G max -realization. Figure 4 shows the realizations DpP, G min q and DpP, G max q.
Example 4.10. We close this section with an example of a poset, for which the maximal decomposition set is not realizable. Let P be the face poset of a quadrangle augmented by a minimal element. Then the decomposition poset is not realizable, since the decomposition complex is not even graded. Thus it cannot even be the face poset of some regular CW-complex.
Products
Proposition 5.1. For decomposition sets G 1 of P 1 and G 2 of P 2 , G 1ˆG2 :" tppx 1 , x 2 q, pz 1 , z 2 q, py 1 , y 2| px 1 , z 1 , y 1 q P G 1 , px 2 , z 2 , y 2 q P G 2 u is a decomposition set of P 1ˆP2 .
Proof. Elementary calculations show, that triples of pairs, for which the triples of first and second coordinates are decompositions, are decompositions of the product poset. Since trivial decompositions of the product poset correspond to pairs of trivial decompositions of the factor posets, products of decomposition sets contain all trivial decompositions of the product. Proof. Pairs of trivial decompositions correspond to trivial decompositions of the product if and only if either the middle coordinates both equal their resp. first coordinates or they both equal their second coordinates. If and only if both factor posets are no anti chains this is not the case for any such pair.
Theorem 5.4. For decomposition sets G 1 of P 1 and G 2 of P 2 and a chain C in P 1ˆP2
xCy G1ˆG2 " xπ 1 pCqy G1ˆx π 2 pCqy G2 holds, where π 1 , π 2 denote the projection maps of the product poset.
Proof. Let us show the first inclusion by induction on the size of G 1 and G 2 . For the start we consider G min pP 1 qˆG min pP 2 q. Decompositions, corresponding to pairs of trivial decompositions, indeed generate new elements to C, but they change neither π 1 pCq nor π 2 pCq. Thus even xCy GminpP1qˆGminpP2q " π 1 pCqˆπ 2 pCq is true. For the induction itself set G
" xCy G1ˆG2 , by the induction hypothesis, this equals xπ 1 pCqy G1ˆx π 2 pCqy G2 , which is a subset of xπ 1 pCqy G 1 1ˆx π 2 pCqy G2 . So assume pz 1 , z 2 q P xCy G 1 1ˆG 2 zxCy G1ˆG2 for some z 2 P xπ 2 pCqy G2 . Then there has to be a decomposition ppx 1 , x 2 q, pz 1 , z 2 q, py 1 , y 2P G 1 1Ĝ 2 zG 1ˆG2 with px 1 , x 2 q, py 1 , y 2 q P xCy G1ˆG2 " xπ 1 pCqy G1ˆx π 2 pCqy G2 . Thus in particular x 1 , y 1 are contained in xπ 1 pCqy G1 . This gives z 1 P xπ 1 pCqy G 1 1 and so pz 1 , z 2 q P xπ 1 pCqy G 1 1ˆx π 2 pCqy G2 . For the second inclusion, let C " tpc i , d i q|c i P P 1 , d i P P 2 , 1 ď i ď nu and pa, bq P xπ 1 pCqy G1ˆx π 2 pCqy G2 . Then pc i , d j q P xCy G1ˆG2 for any 1 ď i, j ď n, because w.l.o.g. for i ď j the decomposition ppc i , d i q, pc i , d j q, pc j , d jP G 1ˆG2 . Thus for any 1 ď j ď n, pa, d j q is in xCy G1ˆG2 since a P xπ 1 pCqy G1 . By the same argument pa, bq is in xCy G1ˆG2 , because b P xπ 2 pCqy G2 .
Corollary 5.5. Let G 1 , G 2 be decomposition sets of P 1 resp. P 2 , then
via the canonical isomorphisms of taking products and projecting to coordinates.
Proof. Since the maps preserve order and do invert each other it is enough to check, that they are well defined. For chains tc 1 , . . . , c n u Ď P 1 and td 1 , . . . , d m u Ď P 2 , Theorem 5.4 applied to the chain tpc 1 , d 1 q, . . . , pc n , d 1 q, . . . , pc n , d m qu immediately shows that taking products is well defined. By Theorem 5.4 we obtain π 1 pxCy G1ˆG2 q " xπ 1 pCqy G1 and π 2 pxCy G1ˆG2 q " xπ 2 pCqy G2 So the projection maps are well defined, too. For all decomposition complexes, the empty set has to be ignored, because for those special instances, taking products is not injective.
Example 5.6. Let P be the power set lattice of rank 3. As in Example 4.9, the identity is a realization, even for the maximal decomposition set. Then the realization of the decomposition complex resp. the minimal decomposition set is a triangulated unit cube in R 3 into six 3-simplices, all sharing the edge between p0, 0, 0q and p1, 1, 1q. On the left of Figure 5 the realization resp. the minimal decomposition set is shown. On the right, we can see a realization resp. the maximal decomposition set. It is the unsubdivided unit cube.
Since the power set lattice of rank 3 is canonically isomorphic the product of the power set lattices 2 t1,2u and 2 t3u , the product of the minimal decomposition sets of the factors gives a decomposition set, which is neither the minimal nor the maximal one. The middle of Figure 5 shows the realization of the decomposition complex resp. this decomposition set. Figure 5 . Realizations of the power set lattice of rank 3 resp. different decomposition sets Theorem 5.7. Let G 1 be a decomposition set of P 1 and let G 2 be a decomposition set of P 2 . Then
Proof. Since decompositions of the coproduct correspond to decompositions of the summands and chains are either contained in P 1 or in P 2 , the statement is true, like in the case of order complexes.
Remark 5.8. It is left to the reader to check, that the properties of symmetry and downwards closedness are preserved under taking products. The same is true for realizations. Point-wise products of G´and G 1 -realizations clearly are GĜ 1´r ealizations.
Nested set complexes
Let P be a poset with unique minimal element0. For a subset G of P zt0u we define F G pyq to be the set of maximal elements of G ďy .
Definition 6.1. Then G is called a building set if for all y ‰0 there is an isomorphism ψ y : Π ziPFG pyq r0, z i s Ñ r0, ys, which is induced by the inclusions of intervals i.e. ψ y p0, . . . ,0, x i ,0, . . . ,0q " x i . A set S Ď G is called nested if for any subset A Ď S of size at least 2, the join Ž A exists but is not in G any more. The nested sets, ordered by inclusion form an abstract simplicial complex, called the nested set complex of P resp. G.
Theorem 6.2. For a poset P with unique minimal element0 and a building set G of P , the map
is an embedding with image txCy| C chain with0 P Cu.
Proof. First, note that all the joins in t Ž A|A Ď Su are well defined, because S is nested. For any such S, there is a one to one correspondence between linear extensions of the subposet pS, Ďq and maximal chains in t Ž A|A Ď Su. To a linear ordering a 1 , . . . , a n , it assigns the chain t Ž jďi a j |0 ď i ď nu. Assume a 1 , . . . , a i , a i`1 , . . . , a n and a 1 , . . . , a i`1 , a i , . . . , a n are both linear extensions and C 1 , C 2 are their assigned chains. In particular, a i and a i`1 are incomparable and both are contained in B :" F G p Ž jďi`1 a j q. Obviously any two linear extensions can be transformed into each other by a series of such adjacent exchanges.
The following calculations just use that all subsets of B Ă S are nested sets.
Bq is a proper decomposition of the decomposition set G min Y tp0, z, yq P G max | y R Gu, because by definition joins of nested sets must not belong to the building set. Since0 as well as Ž B " Ž jďi`1 a j are both contained in t Ž jďi a j |0 ď i ď nu, we obtain that the single element of C 2 zC 1 , namely Ž Bzta i u, belongs to xC 1 y. Thus xC 1 y Ď xC 2 y and therefore t Ž A|A Ď Su is generated by any of its maximal chains. Thus the map is well defined, since order preserving is trivial and injectivity is due to the fact, that x P S if and only if x P φpSq.
For the statement about the image, note, that by definition the empty join is0. So clearly all images contain0. Since the operator x¨y cannot generate elements, which are lesser than the minimal element of the generating chain, this chain has to contain0.
On the other hand, consider a chain C containing0. Setting S :" Ť cPC F G pcq, it is easy to show, that any maximal extension of C in t Ž A|A Ď Su already generates the latter.
Bergman Fans
Let M be a finite, simple matroid, L M its lattice of flats and ta 1 , . . . , a n u the ground set of M , which are also the atoms of L M .
Proof. The map above just uses the interpretation of flats as subsets of the ground set. Let px, z, yq, px, z 1 , yq be a pair of complementary decompositions. Then surely x " z^z 1 and y " z _ z 1 are true. Now φpxq " φpzq X φpz 1 q holds, because the set theoretic intersection of flats is the meet operation in the lattice of flats. Because of the decomposition rx, y, s -rx, zsˆrx, z 1 s, we obtain that φpzq Y φpz 1 q is already the flat φpz _ z 1 q.
Definition 7.2. The matroid polytope of M is the convex hull of the incidence vectors of bases of M in R n .
This is a pure polytope of dimension n´cpM q, where cpM q denotes the number of connected components of M . Its subfaces are matroid polytopes of matroids, which are direct sums of minors of M , called matroid types, themselves. Bases of matroid types correspond one-to-one to vertices of the subface. These bases are the possible outputs of the greedy algorithm resp. some weight vector ω. Thus matroid types are denoted by M ω . The weight vectors ω, which induce the same matroid type, form a cone in R n . Those cones are invariant under translations of the orthogonal complement of P M in R n , which is the subspace generated by the incidence vectors of seperators of M . The set of those cones form a complete polyhedral fan Ć P M˚.
Definition 7.3. The Bergman fan r BpM q is the subfan of Ć P M˚c onsisting of the cones whose induced matroid type is loopfree.
Because of the invariances of the cones, we loose no information when restricting the dimension in the following way. This gives a spherical, polyhedral complex, whose face poset is the same as the face poset of the Bergman fan, which is isomorphic to the poset of loopfree matroid types ordered by reversed inclusion of bases.
Theorem 7.5. Let M be a finite, loopfree matroid, L M its lattice of flats, BpM q its Bergman fan and F pBpMits face poset. The map ψ : F pBpMÑ DpL M , G max q, M ω Þ Ñ tA P L M | rankpAq " |A X b| @b P BpM ω qu is an embedding. A subset A is in the image iff it contains0 and1.
Proof. The fact, that xψpM ω qy " ψpM ω q, i.e. the closedness under taking connected components, is proven in [Dlu11, Prop. 5.3]. So it is left to show that ψpM ω q is generated by a single chain. The maximal decomposition set is both symmetric as well as downwards closed. So in view of Remark 3.6, it suffices to show, that any pair of elements can be generated from a single chain. For z, z 1 P ψpM ω q, from [Dlu11, Prop.5.3] follows, that rankpzq`rankpz 1 q " rankpz^z 1 q`rankpz_z 1 q. Thus the rank of the matroid pM |zq{x ' pM |z 1 q{x equals the rank of pM |yq{x. Therefore there are complementary decompositions px, z, yq, px, z 1 , yq P G max . Again by [Dlu11, Prop. 5.3], we obtain that x " z^z 1 , y " z _ z 1 P ψpM ω q. So the chain tx, yu Ď ψpM ω q generates both z and z 1 . Order preserving is satisfied, because the bigger a face of the Bergman complex, the fewer bases has the corresponding matroid type M ω , the fewer restrictions for flats there are to satisfy, the more flats do satisfy those. Injectivity holds, because M ω is exactly the set of bases b satisfying |b X x| " rankpxq for all x P ψpM ω q.
Left to show is the determination of the image of the embedding. Since for all bases b P M , |b X x| " rankpxq holds for x P t0,1u, only such images can occur. On the other hand, for any chain C containing0,1, we obtain that xCy " ψpM ω q for ω " ř cPC e c . Proposition 7.6. The Bergman fan is essentially the decomposition fan resp. the realization φ of Proposition 7.1, i.e. r BpM q " R ě0 p r DpL M , G max qq`Rp1, . . . , 1q,
where R ě0 stands for non-negative scaling.
Proof. Any vector ω P R n can be written as ř k i"1 λ i e Fi`µ p1, . . . , 1q, where µ P R, λ i ą 0, F i`1 Ď F i and e Fi is the incidence vector of F i . The sets F 1 , . . . , F n in this presentation are uniquely determined, though the coefficients are not. In [AK05, Theorem 1] it is shown, that the induced matroid type M ω is loopfree if and only if F 1 , . . . , F n are flats of M . But in view of Corollary 4.7, vectors of the form ř k i"1 λ i e Fi with λ i ě 0 are exactly the ones lying inside R ě0 p r DpL M , G max qq.
